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THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE TOOL.*
Man. according to the Bible, is created in tlie image
of God. By natural science he is classified as h(7iii(>
sapiens. Aristotle defines him as ?,a>ov nnXiTinov.
Theologians sav ; the distinctive feature of man is re-
ligion. Students of ethics find that man alone can form
ideals ; man, accordingly, is a moral being. Philolo-
gists, like Noir6 and Max Miiller, say. man is a speak-
ing animal, for " reason is speech," a truth which ap-
peared quite obvious to* the Greek mind which for
"word" and ' reason " employed the same term, Ao;/o.>.
And our own great countryman, Benjamin Franklin,
gave expression to the energetic spirit of American in-
dustry by saying : "Man is a tool-making animal."
Are these definitions contradictory, or do they
agree? Are they, perhaps, corollaries of one and the
same truth viewed under different aspects? And if the)'
are, must we regard some of them as penetrating deeper
into the mystery of the nature of man than others?
Perhaps we shall find every one of them useful in its
way when we endeavor to go to the bottom of the
problem.
The biblical definition is rather broad and vague.
It is adapted to suit men of ver}- different views, and
can be interpreted, in the light of various God-concep-
tions, in various wa3s. The difficult\- is, it requires
more explanation than it gives ; but let us not for that
reason think the less of it. The naturalist simpl}' la-
bels the class and the family of man. Aristotle's defini-
tion applies to one very important but not an exclusive
quality of human beings, for there are other social ani-
mals than man. No one calls ants or bees human beings,
although they certainh^ lead a social life and possess
institutions quite analogous to cities and states. The
philosopher's definition is quite correct ; reason is the
distinctive feature of man, and the philologist's ex-
planation of reason as the product of language removes
that mystery that might be attached to reason. Yet
Franklin's description of man, although not made with
any intention of theorising, is the most striking one of
all ; for it suggests that man's reason developed />y tlw
exercise of reason. The organ was created by its func-
tion. Applied reason made of man a rational being.
* An address delivered before The World's Congress .Auxiliary July. lo93.
Work has been the great educator of mankind, and the
employment of tools was the school through which man
had to pass.
It is ordained that in the sweat of his face man
shall eat his bread, and how often do we complain that
this is the order of nature ! We are too apt to believe
that work is a curse, when realh' it is a blessing. For
in truth our civilisation of to-day is the product of work,
and the luiman soul with its rationalit}-, its ethics, its
ideals, its grandeur, has become what it is only through
constant struggles, tribulations, anxieties, and by in-
cessantly toiling onward in the road of progress.
Toil is wholesome, it demands great efforts and
rouses man's energy. Yet it is not the purpose of life,
nor does it constitute the human of man. Toil is the
common lot of all creatures ; toil tries their souls, and
sifts from among them the strong for sur\ival.
The human of man is his method of toiling : it is
his economy of rendering his work more effective: call
it the rational method, call it the systematical or scien-
tific method, call it the divine or God-imitating method,
call it morality or whatever you please ; philosophers
call it reason, but reason is most certainh' a method of
work ; aside from work it would be a mere \'anity Fair,
and it manifests itself most obviously in the use of
tools.
Anthropologists and ethnologists have devoted
much study to the tool, and many of them have made
it the chief object of their inquiries. Their labors are
not wasted, for indeed, the use of tools forms, as it
were, an anthropometer wherewith to measure the man-
hood of man and to determine the degree of human
civilisation. Tell us what tools a nation uses and we
shall be able to give a fair estimate of its intelligence,
culture, and moralit\'.
* *
The English word tool is derived from the Anglo-
Saxon tol, which is a- contracted form of tawil. The
verb tawiaii, connected with the Gothic /an/an. means
to prepare, to make, its root being the same as in the
Greek rvyxn^'^i^'- tvx'), etc., and the German laiii^eii,
tiichtig, etc.
The German word Werkzei(i;\i, of a much later origin,
but that, too, expresses the same idea ; it is derived
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from ivirkcn, to work ; it is the instrument for perform-
ing work.
What is a tool ? A tool is any implement employed
for rendering work effective. Work fills the gap be-
tween the needs of the worker and his purposes ; it
bridges the chasm between a desire and the thing or
state of things desired ; and a tool facilitates the per-
formance of work, it helps us to execute the motions
necessary for reaching the end in view.
Thus, tools exist only where there is a purpose, and
the use of tools is always a mechanical operation. On
the one hand, the use of tools implies purpose-ensouled
creatures, i. e., beings who feel their wants and make
efforts to supply them ; and on the other hand, tools
are possible only in a world in which there is action
and reaction, in which push and pressure take place,
and where push against push, pressure against pres-
sure, produces what we call resistance, i. e., a world,
the interrelations of which can be described in mechan-
ical laws, or briefly, in a world whose constitution is
mechanical.
Tools extend the sphere of our existence. Ham-
mers, spades, axes, are prolongations of our hands ; the
dairy, the bakery, the kitchen, are, as it were, appen-
dices to our digestive organs, to the teeth and the
stomach ; engines and railroads are wings on our feet
;
and machines of all descriptions are tools that have be-
come independent, but still remain our faithful servants.
Their work increases our powers and widens our do-
minion in nature. Ever^' invention and perfection of
tools and machines represents a growth of power, so
that the muscular energy of our body has in time be-
come an insignificant item in the total amount of the
forces at our command.
*
The traditional contempt for the mechanical origi-
nates in regarding the tool as a passive instrument.
The tool does not in itself possess will or life, but is
made subservient to the purposes of the man who uses
it. Taking this view, the habit of calling a thought-
less man's work "mechanical" is justified. Mechan-
ical denotes the machine-like routine performed with-
out feeling, without consciousness of purpose, without
any knowledge of the why and the wherefore.
We speak of a weak character as being a mere tool
in the hands of others. This usage of the word is per-
fectly legitimate ; but we should be careful lest this
view of the tool should lead us to underrate either the
tool itself or the mechanical factor which gives value
to the tool.
While the tool is only a passive instrument, the use
of the tool is an action, and has from the beginning
been conceived as an action. It is a remarkable fact
to which Noir6 calls attention that the names of tools
are always descriptive of the work performed bj' them.
while those of most utensils are derived from the pro-
cesses by which they are produced.
Noir^ says, that the tool, as we positively know,
always appears in the oldest conceptions as something
active. The shears, the hoe, the needle, the knife, are
named from the work they perform. Noir^ says :
"Not every activity deserves the name of work.
Activities which serve the preservation of life, as eat-
ing, drinking, walking, running, repulse of hostile and
destructive powers, are to be excluded. The idea of
vvork implies something lasting, something creative.
" Lazarus Geiger has proposed a good classifica-
tion of human activities. He distinguishes between
tools, utensils, and weapons. Not having given, at the
same time, his reason, he provoked much criticism
from reviewers who did not understand his ideas.
" Those three categories form an analogon to the
famous conception of the Hindu religion according to
which the active All-being of the world manifests itself
in three factors, as Brahma the creator, Vishnu the
conservator and sustainer, -and Siwa the destroyer.
This trinity necessarily originates in human thought.
It has its root in the conditions of life and in its mani-
festations.
"The tool corresponds to the creative principle.
The utensil serves the preservation of life. We shall
never speak of cups, tables, beds, or chairs as tools,
while the weapon is the destroyer.
"This, of course, does not exclude the possibility
of the same thing filling all these functions ; an axe
may serve as a tool and as a weapon. The stick em-
ploj'ed for walking is a utensil ; for defense, a weapon.
"Thus we understand why utensils almost always
are regarded as passive and named from the way in
which they are produced, while tools are conceived as
active. Weapons are sometimes actively, but mostly
genetically named. The use of cutting or tearing tools
as weapons almost suggested itself. In such a case
the weapon naturally kept the name it had as a tool.
However, the sword, (German, ScJm'i'r/) as Geiger ob-
serves, is always represented as something smooth and
sharp. The Latin gladiiis is connected with glaber and
the German glatt. The spear (German, Speer') is so
called from sharpening the point. Schaft (Middle High
German, "arrow," Modern German, "the pole of a
lance ") is called from schaben, to rub off (a word pre-
served in the English "to shave"); the bow (German,
Bogeii) from "bow," (German, biegcii) to bend.
" In the face of such facts, which are beyond an}'
doubt established by the science of language, it is in-
conceivable how any priority to the tool could be
claimed for the weapon." *
* Noir^ has ^iven ns. in the book from wliich tliis passage is quoted, a
most admirable sketch of the importance of the tool in tlie evolution of man-
kind It is one of those books which none should leave unread.
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The tool was the first instrument used by man. The
usage of the tool taught man to employ instruments as
weapons and to make utensils.
But the importance of the tool is greater still.
Only by liandling tools did man learn to appreciate
the effect of work ; and experience with the effect of
work taught him slowly, very slowly, the import of the
mechanical in nature.
What is the mechanical?
The mechanical is, as it were, mathematics in mo-
tion, and the mechanical in nature is the rnisi<i! d' circ
of its own glorious order, its wonderful regularit\' and
systematic constitution that allows us to trace its uni-
formities and to formulate them into natural laws.
The mechanical is often contrasted with mental
activity. And, indeed, there is a difference between
the purel)- mechanical, i. e., machine-work, or lifeless
motion, and thought, which latter is a peculiar kind of
living and feeling motion. But to bring the mechani-
cal into antagonism with thought or contrast it with
organised life as something that is contradictorih- dif-
ferent from it, is a gross misstatement of the case, for
the psj'chic life of feelings manifests itself in motions.
Organised life is not, as has been maintained, a break
in the mechanical constitution of the universe ; it is not
an exception to the laws of motion. If this were so,
the harmonious unit}' of the world would be changed
into a mysterious duality.
Feelings, to be sure, are not motions, nor are ideas
motions ; but when a sentient being feels, and when a
rational being thinks, there are motions taking place
in the nervous substance of its brain, and all these
motions are mechanical events, which, assuch, conform
as strictly to the same laws of mechanics as any other
motions in the world,* and reason itself is in a certain
sense mechanical, for reason originates with thought-
operations, (which are the ps3'chical aspect of brain
motions,) under the constant influciiec of those nicclianical
niilformitit-s which surround us, and which, in a word,
we may call the cosmic order of the universe.
Man's reason and the origin of his reason remained
a deep myster}' until we became acquainted with the
mechanism of reason. We learned to understand that
a rational being is in possession of a tool of reason ;
and this tool of reason is language. Says Noire,
"Man thinks because he speaks," and Max Miiller re-
peats the same idea in the motto, " No reason without
language, no language without reason."
Words are sounds to which special meanings are
attached, and these meanings are called ideas. Sounds
become words when they symbolise objects or events
*See for particulars T/ic Soul of Man, pp. 1-22, a view wliich is suiii-
marised and further explained in The Monht. Vol. Ill, No. 4, pp. 112-115.
or qualities of objects, or relations among objects, and
the human soul is a s)stem of sentient symbols.
Now, the sentient symbols are interrelated in a soul ;
there are innumerable interactions taking place among
theui ; and these interactions are called "thought,"
while the norm which must regulate our thought so as
to correcth' represent the surrounding world is called
" reason."
The life of organisms, including the action of the
brain, far from being a break in the mechanical laws of
the universe, should be considered a higher, a more
perfect, and more complete degree of the mechanical.
Our tools and machines are only in part mechanical ;
their mechanical properties are their soul, and their soul
does not permeate their entire existence in the same
wa}' as the souls of animals and plants do. Says Leib-
nitz, strikingly: "A machine ceases at certain limits
to be a machine ; it becomes mere material, be it iron,
wood, copper, or something else, while organisms re-
main 'machinal' throughout, even in their very infini-
tesimal parts." (^Quoted by Noire, loc. cit. p. 61.)
* *
Man's reason has been developed b_\- working with
tools, but the possibilit}- of tools depends in its turn
upon man's ability to handle tools. In order to handle
things, we must take hold of them ; and in order to
take hold of them, we must have at our command a
mechanical contrivance which may briefly be desig-
nated as a tongs.
Tongs are possible in this mechanical world of ours
because pressure and counter-pressure can hold tight,
and, as it were, take captive such things as are co-
herent. We cannot seize air or water by tongs, but
we can seize meat, or wood, or iron ; and the poten-
tiality of what, in a general way. we call tongs is an
important feature of the mechanical constitution of
the universe.
Nature has formed many kinds of tongs, the jaws
of animals, the bills of birds, the tip of the elephant's
trunk, and the hands of anthropoids as well as of
human beings. But none of them is so perfectly
adapted for using tools as the hand.
Man owes the formation of his hands, not to his
own merits, but to the happy circumstance that at a
certain period of his development he had to seek shel-
ter and food on trees. His upright gait, as well as the
opposition of the thumb to the four fingers, are but the
natural result of climbing habits. Man's anterior ex-
tremities had in a still remoter period of his existence
served mainly as motor organs. Not having sharp
claws as the cat, those individuals alone that developed
the tongs qualities of the hand, so as to easily take
hold of the branches above, had a chance of survival,
and this tongs-organ, once developed, could be used
for any other purpose as well.
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The hands are superior to the elephant's trunk, be-
cause they are two cooperating tongs, while the ele-
phant's hand, as the Hindu oalls the trunk, is single.
Furthermore, hands possess great advantages over the
bills of birds and the jaws of animals of prey, because
the work of hands is carried on under the constant
supervision of the eyes. The eyes can watch the hands ;
they greatly aid in regulating and adjusting the actions
of the hands, and, what is of greater consequence still,
this condition affords a training in observation. The
changes wrought being an object of interested atten-
tion, are noted and teach a lesson in reflection. We
learn to look upon the events which we bring about as
transformations, and thus acquire an insight into the
nature of causation in which our own activity operates
as the cause that produces the effect.
The development of reason depends so much upon
the proper mechanical employment of our hands that
we even to-day use the words "to grasp," "to con-
ceive," "to comprehend," as expressions denoting the
most important mental act of a rational cognition.
Comprehension means literally a seizing of the several
things at once, so as to handle them as we want.
The hand is a tool ; and Aristotle calls it with truth,
"the tool of tools," for without the hand man could
never have handled other tools. Moreover, language
is a tool, also ; and trul}' of language, too, we can say
that it is "the tool of tools," even in a higher degree
and with a deeper sense than of the hand ; for without
language, man could never have invented tools, with-
out language he could never have reasoned.
We might train monkeys to handle tools, but we
cannot train them to invent tools. All animals lack
that tool of tools, i. e. , rational thought, which enables
man to handle concepts and to interconnect them in
his imagination.
Not only the speech of our common day parlance
is a tool, but also the more perfected language of alge-
bra. Alge'ora is a machinal contrivance of mental
operations to facilitate calculations. The whole mech-
anism is spiritual. We operate with symbols which
have some fixed meaning, but the work performed is
entirely mechanical. During the operation we do not
in the least think of the significance of the sj'mbols,
and retranslate them into their meaning only in the
end when the result is obtained. Supposing that the
data from which we started are true, and that our
operations are performed with rigid correctness, the
result will be perfectly reliable.
Thus, we can calculate in a few minutes an alge-
braic example, starting with equations that represent
certain values. During the calculation we are un-
mindful of the significance of the symbols ; and the
result when read in the sense which was given to the
equations at the start, affords us a wonderfully accurate
information concerning things which we did not know
before. Either we could, by an)' direct experience,
not know the result at all, or perhaps only after many
scrupulous investigations, and even then not with the
same accuracy.
Is not this wonderful indeed? How such mental
operations are possible, and how they, although purely
mental, can give us real information concerning the
outside world, has puzzled the greatest philosophers.
It is the bottom problem of philosophy; and it is the
same problem as this : How is the construction of ma-
chinery at all possible?
The exact agreement of the first printed Bibles
made people believe that they had been produced by
witchcraft. In the same way, it is surprising that a
purely mental operation can be used to determine cer-
tain features of real things, but the fact is, these men-
tal operations are analogous to, and can appropriately
represent, the operations that take place, or may take
place, in the objective world. Our mind is a product
of operations ; it grew by mental functions, and it grew
unconsciously according to the same laws of mathe-
matics and mechanics which regulate all possible hap-
penings in the cosmos, determining the paths of celes-
tial bodies, as well as the atomic construction of crys-
tals, plants, and animals. Our mind developed in the
same way in which the regularities which we are so
fond of admiring originated in the surrounding world.
All events that take place in the world are separa-
tions and combinations. Now, when we let our mind
perform its natural operations, the same as those which
are an inalienable and intrinsic quality in all events
that happen, we can construct in our mind relations
analogous to those which obtain in reality; and by
knowing the products of mental operations, we can de-
scribe and predict their correspondent realities.
That all the wonderful achievements of mathe-
matics in mbtion, as realised in machines, and of the
mathematics of reason, as realised in the mechanism
of our mind, are possible, is due to the consistency of
nature. A sameness of operation produces a sameness
of result. And this consistency is unalterable and
eternal ; it is the most obtrusive and significant fea-
ture of the world. It is all-pervading and determines
the character of the universe.
The presence of this feature makes of existence a
cosmos—an orderly whole, regulated by laws ; its ab-
sence would throw it into confusion ; without it the
world would be a chaos. But in fact we cannot even
picture in our fancy a world without it ; and thus we
recognise in it the ke\' to the harmony that obtains in
the laws of mind as well as in the laws of nature in
general, and we need no longer wonder at the agree-
ment of mind with nature, as did Kant, for the laws of
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mind are only a reconstruction of certain purel}' formal
laws of existence. The formal laws of mind, such as
obtain in the purely formal systems of thought,— in
geometry, algebra, and formal logic,—are made, it is
true, independently of sense-experience ; the)' are not
direct copies of our surroundings, but the}' are built by
the functions that were furnished to the mind by na-
ture.
It is quite legitimate to speak of the hand as a tool,
and of language as a tool, for they are tools as much
as a comptometer, a typewriter, tongs, or an ax. But
they are tools of a special kind ; they are more than
tools, they are organs. In other words, the)' are parts
of ourselves, the}' are living tools. That which is gen-
erally meant when we speak of tools is the lifeless
mechanical contrivance invented to make the work of
living tools more effective.
The history of tools, and of their inventions, is the
history of the growth of the human mind.
Inventions are not (as the term seems to mean)
haphazard findings. If that were so, invention would
be a matter of luck, and the Indians might as well
as the Europeans have inv.ented printing.
Miss Olive Schreiner makes the dreamy shepherd-
boy on a South African farm ponder on the invention
of a shearing-machine, and Bulwer Lytton lets a savant
in the time of Warwick, the king-maker, invent a
steam-engine. Other historical novel-writers, such as
Ebers in his Egyptian novels, are guilty of similar
anachronisms. We might as well suppose that the
inventor of the needle had at once thought of invent-
ing the sewing-machine. But there are no jumps in
progress, and the evolution of the mind is not less con-
tinuous than the rest of nature.
The historx' of inventions represents a ladder on
which we can always reach only to the next rung. The
possibility of making each step is. upon the whole,
definitely determined by the laws of existence.
Nature, as it were, leads man onward, step by step,
as if she pursued a special and well-calculated method
of education. The mechanical contrivances to be in-
vented are suggested by our surroundings, and man
finds them as soon as he reaches a stage of maturit}'
that enables him to detect them.
In one sense, we can say man is throughout self-
made. He had to climb the ladder of evolution, and
every one of his bodily and mental qualities is acquired
by himself. In another sense, we can say that man
is nothing through himself ; nature has made him.
She led him step by step to find that which alone made
him such as he is—a rational being, a tool-making
creature. Those who deviated from the path pre-
scribed by nature, were hopelessly doomed to extinc-
tion. The path is prescribed in general outlines onl\-;
it admits of infinite variations in all its details, hut cer-
tain general conditions are rigid and do not allow of
an}' deviation.
The earliest inventions are the best evidences of
the fact that nature invents through man. The inven-
tion of pottery, for instance, apparenth" came about In'
man's attempts to heat liquid food in his drinking ves-
sels, viz., in skulls and gourds. When exposed to the
fire, the vessels liegan to burn, and to protect them
against the fire the}' were co\ered on their outside with
cla\'. There can be no doubt that for a long time ves-
sels to be used for cooking were such cla\-covered
skulls and gourds, for great numbers of them ha\'c
been found in various districts which testif}' to this
fact. That the skull or the gourd was not an essential
part of the cooking-vessel was perhaps, as we sa\',
accidentalh' discovered, i. e. , not by forethought or
reflection through a process of reasoning, but simply
through the virtual experiences that the gourd within
the clav rotted away or wore off, while the cla}- cover
not only remained serviceable, Init proved superior to
other vessels that still contained their gourds. And
thus the pot was invented, not by the wisdom of man,
but b\' nature, who, as it were, taught man an object-
lesson ; and man's merit consists only in having attained
through previous similar object-lessons the abilit}' to
understand the lesson.
Ho\\' long it sometimes took men to learn a lesson
tauglit 1)}' nature is difficult to say. But certain it is,
that even to-day all inventions are made in the same
way. Nature teaches the lesson, and we are her dis-
ciples. The higher we rise, the quicker can we climb ;
and this produces the impression that we could climb
in any direction we please ; but we cannot, and our
inventive geniuses are only the better disciples of na-
ture, our great and kind teacher.
A very important progress is marked in the transi-
tion from the hunting stage to the nomadic era of man-
kind : and several h}potheses can be made as to how
it was effected. It is generally assumed that the
hunters, having killed a cow or a sheep, might have
easil}- caught their young ones and taken them to the
camp of the tribe. This is not probable when we
consider the temper and intelligence of the men at
that period. We might almost expect that a cat would
spare and feed the young birds in the nest, after hav-
ing caught and eaten the mother.
There is another and more probable solution of the
problem.
The Deer Park Canon, in La Salle County, Illi
nois. received its name from its being used by the In-
dians to keep deer in it, which in times of great need
could easilv be killed. It is a big natural enclosure,
from which the deer, if the exit were well guarded,
could not escape, and where they found sufficient food.
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water, and shelter. It must have been more difficult
to hunt an animal than to chase it into the canon,
where herds of deer could be kept without trouble.
The Indians who lived on this continent when the
white man came, had been taught the lesson, but had
not yet learned it. Nature had shown the red man
that he could keep herds ; he actually kept herds of
deer in the natural enclosure of Deer Park : and yet
he had not as yet become a shepherd or a nomad. He
still remained a hunter.
*
* *
The constitution of nature being such as to confine
the possibility of progress to certain prescribed paths,
explains in a natural way the oft-noted fact that the
s:ime inventions are sometimes made almost simul-
taneously by different men—a fact which otherwise
would be ver)' mysterious. Thus Newton and Leib-
nitz invented the infinitesimal calculus independently
of each other, and Laplace propounded the nebular
hypothesis which forty years before him had been set
forth by Kant, though it is certain that Laplace had
njver heard of Kant's proposition.
In the field of inventions similar instances are not
less frequent.
Moreover, we can say that man was destined on
this earth to develop into such a being, or at least al-
most such a being, as he is now. We cannot den}'
the possibilit}' that other animals might have developed
into rational beings, but through the fulfilment of the
conditions for attaining to rationality, they would have
tiecome very much like men.
In Noire's e.xcellent book on the tool, we find the
following suggestive passage :
"The bear presents many similarities to man. He
"walks on soles—a circumstance which qualifies him
"for an upright gait so that he can easil}' be trained
"to dancing. In decisive moments of struggles he
"rises upon his hind legs in order to Use effectually
"his front paws and teeth. In other respects, too, he
"is interesting to mankind, for our most ancient an-
" cestors have struggled mainly with him for the pos-
" session of regions and dwelling places. Such were
" the very oldest and most momentous warfares, the
"final outcome of which secured to man the sole do-
" minion over the earth and all its inhabitants. The
"bear had no disposition for a higher evolution ; the
" social instinct, and above all that wonderful organ
"of creative activity, the hand, were lacking in him.
"Those warfares, accordingly, constitute a struggle of
"spiritual superiority against brute force in which the
"robber-system succumbed." (P. 88.)
Without considering the context in which Noird thus
mentions the bear, we use this passage to explain na-
ture's method of compelling her creatures to develop
towards a definitel}' prescribed ideal.
The bear might have been victorious in these ante-
diluvian struggles, but he could onlj' have gained the
victory, if, like the anthropoids, he had lived a social
life, so as to feel the want of communication and de-
velop language—a life which alone affords the effectual
advantage of mutual assistance. The anthropoids, in
their turn, might have in the meantime lived lonel}'
lives as do animals of prey. And, furthermore, if the
bear had been a social being, if, consequentl}', he had
been victorious, if he had thus far developed on the
strait and narrow path that leads up to the evolution
of reason, he might have had other chances, too, to
acquire those qualities which distinguish man now.
He might, by his climbing habits and by common
work, also have developed hands. With the habit of
covering his body his hair would have gone ; with the
increase of intelligence his forehead would have pro-
truded and his jaws would have receded, which would
have arranged the parts of his head in a superordinate
position, and, upon the whole, he would have more
and more approached the human form man possesses
now.
It is a strange fact that all the human races tend to
develop toward a common t^^'pe, in stature as well as
face and proportion of limbs ; and it is not less re-
markable that the development of tools, too, as for in-
stance, at the present date, the construction of dy-
namos and motors, makes towards a certain ideal.
When an invention is made, such as the bicycle or the
typewriter, we find ver}' soon a great variety of them
in the market. By and by, however, they begin to ap-
proach one another in form, and in the end when all
the patents have expired, one looks very much like the
other, even in the arrangement of apparently accidental
qualities.
There are no prototypes of things such as Plato
conceived in his "ideas," but there is, after all, some-
thing analogous to prototypes. The universe possesses
a definite constitution which, upon the whole, deter-
mines the nature of its creatures and offers a premium
to those who, each one in his line, resemble their ideal
most closely.
Nature's ideal in the domain of mentality is reason,
and there is no possibility of any variation. There is
but one reason, and should upon other planets other
rational beings develop, they will have to develop the
same kind of reason. They will have to invent tools,
tongs, hammers, axes, and machines, the essential
mechanical contrivances of which will have to be the
same as in our tools, only their accidental attributes
will vary according to conditions. Therefore the quin-
tessence of the soul of man has become and must have
become such as it is. The possibilities of going astray
on the road of progress are innumerable, and the chance
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of hitting the right road is but one among niain-. Thus
the old truth is seen in a new hglit :
"Strait is the gate and narrow is the \va\- which
leadeth into hfe, and few there be tliat find it."
But this strait gate and narrow way leads to life
only because it is the directest approach to the rational
and ethical ideal of nature. The human of man, his
reason, his ethics, his soul, is predetermined by the
deepest constitution of being.
Man's similarity to God manifests itself chiefl\- in
his invention of tools. Natures phenomena are a con-
stant creation of new forms and man is the only crea-
ture which has learned to create. Man imitates God
by calling into existence forms that never existed be-
fore ; and thus man, the creator-creature, is moulded
into the image of nature's divinity. In other words.
the old biblical truth holds good still :
"God created man in his own image, in the image
of God created he him."
Science is so often, but always erroneoush", regarded
as the destruction of religion ; but science only destroys
the accidental features of religion and leaves the essen-
tial ones stand. Instead of destroying, it purifies re-
ligion.
What is true of the ideal prototype of man and of
machines, is true also of religion. There is an ideal
prototype of religion too : and this ideal prototype of
religion is not a mere dream. The development of re-
ligion shows a constant advance, and all honestly re-
ligious people are. in their spiritual evolution, con-
sciously or unconsciousl}', approaching this common
goal. The nature of our religious ideal is foredeter-
mined as much as man's reason and his methods of
inventing tools.
Science is not the enemy of religion, but its sister
and co-worker. Science, as the inqiliry into truth,
must ultimatel}' lead to the establishment of a religion
of truth,—a religion not built upon any pretenses of
special revelations, but upon the facts of reality, preach-
ing to man the great moral commands which are (not
less than reason and the potentialitj' of tools) ultimately
founded in the immutable and eternal constitution of
the universe.
CURRENT TOPICS.
As THE toothache sometimes disappears when we behold the
dentist and his dreadful nippers, so the commercial panic vanishes
at the sight of an e.\tra session of Congress and its awful potency
for mischief. Business now declares that it never had any tooth-
ache. It pretended to be in pain because of the Sherman Law, but
the prospect of something worse has effected a sudden cure. Busi-
ness now tells us that "exports are increasing," that "gold is
coming back," that "confidence is restored," and that if we did
not have quite so much prosperity and abundance we should get
through the sickly season well. Business further tells us that "the
principal cause of depression is the feeling of uncertainty regard-
ing the action of Congress on the subject of the currency, because
the silverites will make a desperate fight against the repeal of the
Silver Purchase Law unless they can get something worse in place
of it " ; and therein Business is right. Legislation is a game of
special interests, and the " silverites" know how to play it as well
as anybody. The art of the game is to get good partners, for Con-
gress has a very wholesome respect for a strong combination. Of
course, it will hardly do now to pretend that all our troubles are
due to silver, therefore Business offers a little discount on its claim
of a month ago, and says, " There are other causes of depression,
such, for instance, as the large quantity of wheat carried over into
the new crop year." "The children ?re crying," says Business,
" because there is too much bread in the cupboard," and herein
Business is wrong. The more we have the more we can sell, if
we will only remove the statutory obstacles that limit exportation.
* «-
For a long time it has been asserted that the courts of Chicago
are
'
' congested, " because there are more cases on the dockets than
the judges are able to try ; for which reason justice is greatly de-
layed, and in some casts practically denied. A demand was made
for ten additional judges, but our lawmakers compromised on six
;
and as a substitute for the ether four, they adopted the very prac-
tical expedient of raising the price of justice, thereby making it a
luxury harder to get than ever. The docket fee for beginning a
suit was raised from six dollars to ten ; and, approving the change,
as far as it goes, a Chicago paper very profoundly says ; "Had
the fee been raised to twenty dollars, the pressure on the courts
would be relaxed so thoroughly that more judges would be need-
less." That is very true, and had the fee been raised to a hundred
dollars many of the judges now on the bench might be dispensed
with altogether. Unfortunately, the new tariff on lawsuits makes
remedies in courts of record a perquisite of the rich, and the
" pressure on the courts " is relieved by the exclusion of the poor.
Wrongs are not lessened, but redress is limited. Only those may
apply for justice who can pay ten dollars as a docket fee. So long
as we have courts they should be made easy of access to the rich
and the poor alike. The change is in the wrong direction, because
the fee is in the nature of a fine ; it is not imposed for the payment
of expenses, but the confessed purpose of it is to diminish the
number of suitors in the courts. It is a long departure from the
spirit of the most enlightened and sublime sentence to be found in
" Magna Charta," " We will sell to no man, we will not deny or
delay to any man, right or justice."
A- * -
It is just forty years ago to a minute since old Ike Foster of
Marbletown entered a quarter section of land over on the West
Fork where the big spring was, and a few days afterwards he got
notice from the land office that there was a prior entry on that
quarter, and consequently Mr. F'osler's entry was vacated. Old Ike
replied that he could not accept the apology, that he was bound to
have that quarter and the big spring, otherwise Uncle Sam, would
have the toughest lawsuit on his hands that he had ever seen since
he came down stairs. The name is different, otherwise I should
be of the opinion that old Ike had emigrated west and been elected
Governor of Colorado, but the Governors name is Waile, and
therefore he cannot be old Ike, although he resembles him so
closely in his conversational style. Yesterday the Governor made
a speech in which he demanded that Uncle Sam immediately re-
verse the laws of nature and make sixteen ounces of silver equal
in value to an ounce of gold, otherwise his venerable uncle would
have on his hands not only a lawsuit but also a red and sulphurous
war. " If the money power," said the Governor, "shall attempt
to sustain its usurpation by the strong hand, we will meet that
issue when it is forced opon us, for it is better infinitely that blood
should flow to the horses' bridles rather than that our national
liberties be destroyed." That is very much in the style of old
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Ike, and if Uncle Sam does not wish to see the cowboys of Colo-
rado wading in blood up to the bridles of their horses, he will at
once abandon the gold money power, and submit meekly to the
silver money power of Colorado. I would advise the Governor
not to stake too much upon his bluff, because Uncle Sam is a
strong player himself, and he may possibly call the hand.
« *
The most pathetic and the grandest thing in all this world is
a strong man dying at his post ; like, for instance, that old admiral
on the "Victoria," who, refusing to save himself so long as any
sailor was unsaved, stood at his place on the bridge until the last
moment and heroically went down when the ship went down.
Equally fine was the courage of those firemen at the World's Fair,
who, in obedience to discipline, climbed up to the ledge of a tall
tower and fought the fire above them until the fire below them
burned away all possibility of escape. What battle bravery was
ever more sublime than that of Ed. Murphy and his three com-
panions, who, wrestling with flame and smoke, mounted on trem-
bling ladders to the roof of the burning building and snatched the
mangled Captain Fitzpatrick out of the flame. One of these was
a British soldier, a life guardsman, so they say, a stranger and a
foreigner, without any moral obligation to help Fitzpatrick except
the sympathetic tie of nature that binds. all men together in broth-
erhood. These children of the true nobility were men in humble
station, who, probably, never heard of chivalry ; and yet the
knightly prowess of a Bayard, or a Sidney, was not of higher
quality than the chivalry of this unimportant fireman Ed. Murphy
and the rest. The moral splendor of their achievement improves
and elevates us all. No man can read the story of their valor
without becoming better and braver for their example. In spite
of the selfish tendencies of a competitive and mercantile age, these
men have shown us that the old heroic spirit is not corrupted yet,
and that the demigods we have read about may still be found in
the ranks of the common people. There is good, strong fibre still
in the body, and the divine ideal of duty in the soul.
-X-
Whether or not clay modelling and similar arts ought to be
taught in the primary schools, is a question that has agitated the
School Board of Chicago, but the London School Board is vexed
by a more intricate puzzle still : the quality and quantity of theol-
ogy proper to be impressed upon the infant mind. The gravity of
the situation appears from a report published in a London paper
to the effect that "The Rev. F. J. Coxhead, on the occasion of a
visit to one of the Board Schools, was grieved to find that the
doctrine of the Trinity was not made sufficiently prominent in the
infant department. " It was very shocking to discover that a whole
schoolful of students, all of them under eight years of age, differed
in their understanding of the doctrine just as much as if they were
Doctors of Divinity. The lesson was that part of St. Luke's Gos-
pel which tells how Jesus went up to Jerusalem and strayed from
his parents, when his mother, finding him in the temple, said :
"Thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing." A precocious
theologian eight years old, being asked who was the father of
Jesus, confidently said, "Joseph," an answer which displeased
the Rev. Mr. Coxhead, who thought that the children "should
have been carefully warned not to put too literal a construction
upon the words of the mother, and to have been informed that the
case was one of great mystery, involving truths too profound for
the human understanding." The result of it is that the School
Board itself is now engaged on the problem of the Trinity. All of
which has caused Mr. J. Alanson Picton, a member of the English
Parliament, to say in the London IVeeily Dispaldi, that "the de-
fects in the School Board system—its narrow range, its mechanical
teaching, its insufficient appreciation of great educational ideas
—
are all more or less due to the friction of difficulties created by the
intrusion of theology."
It is worthy of notice that in this land of equality and liberty,
where one man is theoretically as good as another, the valuj of a
sentiment or speech depends upon the rank and quality of the
speaker, so that " what in the captain's but a choleric word is in
the soldier downright blasphemy." A joke by the judge, though
dull as a lump of putty, excites the convulsive laughter of lawyers,
jury, bailiffs, and spectators, whereas a brighter jest by somebody
else may provoke nothing but a frown. In like manner, when we
hear the political or social alarm-bell ringing, we want to know
who is pulling the rope, because whether we will attend to the
alarm or disregard it depends largely upon that. For instance,
Mr. David J. Brewer, Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States, has been sounding the alarm-bell at a Fourth of July cele-
bration, where he served as orator of the day, and he found omi-
nous warnings in the antagonism between combinations of capital
and combinations of labor. In the fever of imagination he saw
coming events of dire import, visions of revolution, and he trag-
ically wanted to know, " if a bloody struggle would be required to
abolish this form of slavery as a bloody struggle was required to
abolish negro slavery." This was described by one of the great
papers of Chicago as " a hysterical cry of alarm that might be ex-
pected of a rattle-brained blatherskite at a Sunday afternoon
meeting of the Trades and Labor Assembly, but exceedingly sen-
sational and unbecoming in a member of the bench of the highest
court in the country." That quotation shows how rapidly we are
becoming the devotees of the caste, estimating men by their trades
and professions, their money, and their official rank. Criticising
Judge Brewer for his "cry of alarm," the editor goes out of his
way to throw a few bricks at some workingmen on the other side
of the street who are not in the controversy at all. For his in-
flammatory talk the Judge of the Supreme Court is merely "sen-
sational and hysterical," but a workingman who talks exactly like
the Judge is " a rattle-brained blatherskite."
M. M. Trumbull.
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